The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning
and
The Center for International Programs
Present
Third Annual International Symposium
Friday, April 28, 10:00 am – 2:00 pm
EpiCenter, Collaborative Labs, Tropics Lab

Space is limited.
To reserve your seat and lunch please RSVP by April 20, 2017 by clicking here

➢ Morning session will include an interactive workshop, How to Create An Active Learning Environment: Practical examples lessons learned best practices, With Fulbright Visiting Scholar Adam Kowalik, Ph.D.*

➢ Afternoon Session will include SPC faculty sharing information about their active learning that includes Collaborative Online International Learning projects. Learn how you can develop for your classes!

*Full International Symposium Agenda, 10 am – 2 pm:
10:00 am - Opening, Fulbright Opportunities for Faculty & Staff
10:30 am – 12:00 pm - Fulbright visiting scholar workshop
12:00 pm - Lunch served
12:15 pm – 12:45 pm - SPC CETL and CIP updates
12:45 pm - 1:45 pm - SPC Faculty present Collaborative Online International Learning projects
1:45 pm – 2:00 pm - Q&A, Conclusion

*Dr. Kowalik is chair of post-graduate studies and the forum on strategic marketing and competitive intelligence at Koziminski University in Poland. He is currently a Fulbright Scholar in Residence at the National Defense University’s Center for Applied Strategic Learning in Washington, D.C. Dr. Kowalik is an expert in knowledge management and competitive intelligence, creating active learning environments in workshops utilizing interactive formats. See http://www.cies.org/grantee/adam-kowalik for more information. This presentation is made possible in part through the Fulbright Scholar Program’s Outreach Lecturing Fund.

Questions? Contact Dr. Ramona Kirsch at kirsch.ramon@spcollege.edu or call 727-341-4732.